


To prevent the rash and inaccurate reporting about asylum seekers,
we must stare into the eyes of  the story, writes a journalist who has 

When I first began covering migration stories, I had an off-the-record briefing

with an immigration intelligence officer tired of  all the negative press

coverage of  asylum seekers and their apparently ceaseless attempts to enter

the UK. A few days earlier, the frozen body of  an eight-year-old boy had been

found in the wheel-arch of  a plane arriving at Gatwick airport from Kenya. It

turned out to be that of  a migrant. He’d sneaked on to the runway in Nairobi

and hidden himself  in the plane’s landing gear. The piece focused on the

search for further bodies, and carried a police reassurance that even if  there

were survivors it was “very unlikely” a stowaway could penetrate the high

security at Gatwick. Not a single mention of  what drove him to cling on to a

plane at 33,000 feet with barely a wisp of  oxygen and protected only by a

cotton T-shirt in temperatures of  60 degrees below. My contact made a

simple point: “Don’t the tabloids understand? The bigger the risk a

migrant’s prepared to take to get here, the greater the horror he’s fleeing

from. Surely that’s the story.” 

That was 13 years ago, but the seemingly non-stop campaign against

asylum seekers, and the wilful misreporting of  the issue among some tabloid

newspapers, appears to have worsened. “Wilful” is a strong allegation, but

it’s a fair one. Many of  the offenders are journalists who, on other stories,

might question, challenge, check with sources. They seem to have a different

set of  standards when it comes to migration stories. Important distinctions,

such as that between asylum seekers and economic migrants, are often fudged

or overlooked; the language is regularly inflammatory; there seems to be a
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lazy hostility towards the subject matter, implying a universal acceptance

that what asylum seekers represent, what they are, is wrong. So, why does it

persist?

In 2007 there was a remarkable image on the front page of  The Independent:

an aerial shot of  a group of  men, 27 of  them, marooned on a tuna net in the

middle of  the Mediterranean. They were 90 miles from land, without food or

water, and had been clinging on for three days. The makeshift boat they’d

hoped would carry them from North Africa to Europe had sprung a leak and

sunk. While politicians argued about who was responsible for the rescue, the

men’s condition deteriorated. They were eventually saved by the Italian

Navy.

I asked the editor of  Panorama if  we could try to find them and discover

what drove them to take such a risk. By this time, some of  them were living in

a hostel in Naples and with their help I pieced together the journey taken by

30,000 African migrants every year. I ended up travelling some of  the route

myself, from West Africa, up through Niger and across the Sahara, listening

to their stories. In the desert we came across dead bodies, young men with

empty water bottles in their clenched fists, propped against hot rocks, half

submerged in the sand. We followed the trail to the Libyan coast, where

immigrants board makeshift boats for Europe. In the end I made four

Panorama programmes on the subject and wrote a book, all of  which has left

me questioning why certain parts of  the press seem to get it so wrong. 

In the week those 27 Africans embarked on their ill-fated journey, there

was an article in the Daily Mail about asylum seekers. It may seem unfair to

take one article and deconstruct it, but I judge this one to be fairly typical.

£1BN-A-YEAR COST OF ASYLUM CLAIMS

ASYLUM claims made by illegal immigrants cost the public more than

£1billion a year, a Government report revealed last night.

The migrants, who pay trafficking gangs up to £12,000 to be smuggled into the

UK, make up 70 per cent of  all claims for refugee status.

Officials are obliged to consider every claim and provide benefits while they are

doing so, even if  the claimant entered the UK illegally.

Critics say millions of  pounds could be saved by stopping illegal immigrants

reaching Britain in the first place. 

I have cut it down, but you get a sense of  the tone, partly achieved by the

tangling of  definitions. The impression seems to be that asylum seekers, or

illegal immigrants, or refugees, or migrants, are costing us tax payers a billion

pounds a year and that they’re being helped into the country by criminal
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gangs. What it’s actually reporting, I think, is that asylum seekers who had

their applications rejected that year cost a billion pounds to process. But let’s

deal with the language. 

Asylum claims are not made by “illegal immigrants”. The moment they

claim asylum they become “asylum seekers”, so they are not in the UK

illegally. They become “illegal immigrants” only when they are turned down

for asylum and subsequently refuse to leave. What the Mail writer has done

here is to merge the two categories, so they become one and the same.

Whether by mistake or design, the result is that asylum seekers are associated

with illegality.

Then there’s the payment to “trafficking gangs”. Sounds sensational,

doesn’t it? And where do these “illegal immigrants” get £12,000 from?

Firstly, people fleeing conflict or persecution have to use unorthodox methods

to travel to countries of  safety. There is no other way. They can’t turn up at

the British Embassy in, say, Eritrea and ask for an “I’m-fleeing-for-my-life”

visa. So, they rely on professionals to get them out. It doesn’t make their

eventual case for asylum any less valid. 

Villagers often fund the journeys
As for the sum of  money the Mail mentions, it isn’t inaccurate, but

without explanation makes it sound as if  these are men of  means, and thus

implies they are on the make, coming to Europe when they already have cash.

When I was filming migrant communities across West Africa, it turned out

entire villages join together to collect money over several years to fund one

person’s passage to Europe. The money will be used to pay facilitators or to

buy false documentation. It’s seen as investment; if  that person finds work,

he’ll send money home and everyone will benefit. 

Incidentally, “traffickers”, although a sexy tabloid word, is wrong.

“Traffickers” trade people against their will, to be prostitutes or to work as

bonded labour. The word implies criminality and conspiracy, yet sometimes

the facilitators are merely supplying a boat, or a map, or a lift in a car. If

they’re assisting someone fleeing a brutal regime, surely that’s a good thing?

And then, there’s that word “illegal”, frequently used in the media to

describe the journey of  asylum seekers. When those 27 migrants were

stranded on the tuna net, were they illegal? It’s not illegal for them to leave

Ghana or Ivory Coast or wherever else they came from. It’s not illegal for

them to board a boat on the coast of  North Africa; thousands of  fishermen do
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it every day. It’s not illegal for them to set off  northwards towards Europe. It’s

not even illegal to disembark in a British port. It becomes illegal if  they fail to

claim asylum at the earliest opportunity, or try to enter with false

documentation. So talk of  “stopping illegal immigrants reaching Britain in

the first place” is, again, confusing. You can’t stop them reaching here until

you know their background, otherwise you might be blocking the route for

someone legitimately fleeing for his or her life.

The Express covered the same story, with the headline “Asylum smuggling

racket costs £1bn”. At least it distinguished between asylum seekers and

illegal immigrants, but the tone was similar: “Criminal gangs were last night

accused of  helping seven in 10 asylum applicants to slip past our borders to

put in claims... Crooks were paid anything from £1,000 to £18,000 to bring in

one person,” it claimed, “with the majority coming from Africa.” And then it

moved on to the council houses, the education for their children, the benefits.

It’s a perennial theme, repeated in bar-rooms up and down the country until

it has become part of  our national folklore. The Sun’s Opinion column put it

succinctly in early April: “Many asylum-seekers are no more than dole-

scroungers.” 

Look at the Mail article again. There’s a confusion of  terms. It complains

benefits must be paid “even if  the claimant entered the UK illegally”. As

discussed, it’s not illegal to enter the UK in a boat – or beneath a plane for that

matter. It’s just “irregular”. The piece then implies illegal immigrants have a

right to benefits, which of  course they don’t. It’s asylum seekers who can receive

benefits while awaiting a decision, but the Mail has mixed the two categories

together.

It is true, of  course, that there are high levels of  benefit fraud in the UK,

and that illegal immigrants are partly to blame. That is worthy of

journalistic examination. But asylum seekers have a right to benefits, and so

insinuating that most of  them are doing something illegal is misleading and

an unnecessary cause of  resentment and antagonism. UK benefits are not

what inspired the migrants I encountered. Although some were fleeing

persecution, the vast majority were indeed economic migrants, but had no

idea there was a State benefit system in the UK. They wanted to find work.

Building, welding, cooking; to do nothing would be culturally unacceptable

to them and an insult to the families waiting at home to share their earnings. 

So, if  it’s not for the benefits, why do they want to come to the UK? Why

is a “flood” of  migrants “swamping” our country? Well, again, that’s not

what I witnessed. Most just wanted “Europe”. They didn’t care where they
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ended up. France and Italy receive more asylum applications per head than

the UK. In fact Britain ranks 13th in the EU. The small number who showed

some interest in the UK were usually from former colonies, Ghana or Nigeria,

and believed there was some “special relationship”. They also spoke a little

English and didn’t want to have to learn another European language. 

When the first film was broadcast I included an extraordinary statistic. In

Libya, where the sea crossing begins, there are an estimated one million

migrants, many of  them planning to board a boat for Europe. Considering the

death toll is, anecdotally, around one in four, the figure is remarkable. I

included it to draw attention to the scale of  the problem facing Africa; so

many people willing to risk their lives to leave. This is how the Daily Star

headlined it: 1 MILLION ILLEGALS SET TO INVADE BRITAIN. BOATS READY FOR TRIP

FROM LIBYA.

Around three million people watched the four Panorama programmes,

more than the circulation of  The Sun, but the power of  the written word over

television still persists. A newspaper journalist gets to exercise his line on the

story every day. Our programmes were transmitted over two years. There’s

an argument, of  course, that the Mail and Express are giving their readers

what they want. The letters pages are testimony to that. But aren’t they just

echoing the message drilled into them every morning for decades? They use

the same vocabulary, rely on the same tangled definitions, lash out at

“illegals” and “asylum seekers” as if  they were one and the same. 

No room for acid comments
It came as a surprise to see how the Daily Mail reported the 27 migrants

marooned on the fishing net: “For three days and three nights, these African

migrants clung desperately on to life. Starving and exhausted, they were

forced to grasp on to a passing tuna net after their own craft had sunk. The

shocking image underlines the scale of  the world’s migration problem”. Not

“scroungers” or “illegals”, perhaps because of  the photograph: desperate

half-dead men clinging to a net. There was no room for acidic comments; the

story had taken on a human shape. They could see the features of  the young

men, crying and waving, some of  them partly submerged. Even without

knowing their names, or their backgrounds (in fact, all of  them turned out to

be economic migrants) the image was powerful enough to provoke pity from

the Mail. And perhaps that recognition of  a universal human spirit is the key.

Writing in the Daily Express, reporter Nicola Barry seems single-handedly
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to row the paper against its prevailing ethos. In January 2008 she visited a

Glasgow charity that looks after victims of  torture: asylum seekers. She met

a Turkish man who’d been jailed and viciously beaten for his political

affiliations. Barry was clearly moved by the whole experience. “To make

matters worse, after fleeing to Scotland, he has been denied a normal

existence because the UK Government refuses to acknowledge him as a

refugee,” she wrote. She even went on to explain why failed asylum seekers

might end up working illegally, and laments the fact that “many people

persist in thinking that all asylum seekers are illegal benefit scroungers”. 

She’d been to meet them. She’d heard their stories first hand, witnessed

their hardship, judged them to be decent and honest and in need of

humanitarian assistance. In short, she’d put a face to the statistics. These are

human stories, each one complex and unique. It’s too simplistic to blur them

into a single entity or pack them neatly into statistical boxes. They require

reporters on the road, talking, exploring, staring into the eyes of  the story. 

There are few media outlets with the money or the appetite to send a

reporter to follow an African migration route. For Panorama it was a stretch.

ITV’s Tonight programme has suffered savage budget cuts. Even in its heyday,

four programmes on migration wouldn’t have found much traction among

the commissioners. Serious foreign stories rarely rate with audiences. It’s

safer to send Peter Crouch’s girlfriend to “explore” the Rajasthan desert

(ITV 2: “It was really, really intimidating because they can’t speak a word of

English”). It’s similar for newspapers: declining circulation and the squeeze

on advertising revenues mean unpopular stories that require arduous foreign

digging are more often covered from the office, if  they’re covered at all. But

without seeing the story, feeling it, allowing ourselves to be moved by

personal testimonies, how can we give our audience the clarity or the insight

that moves them closer to an understanding? As our budgets are cut across

the profession, the hidden casualty is the truth. 
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Paul Kenyon is a reporter on Panorama, and the Royal Television Society’s

specialist reporter of  the year for his work on immigration stories.  His book, I Am

Justice, followed the journey of  the 27 migrants marooned on a tuna net.
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